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QUESTION 1

An administrator needs to ensure that users do not have to enter/select Database credentials when 

running reports. 

What must a datasource have in order to accomplish this? 

A. No signon available to the users. 

B. Only one signon available to the users through permissions. 

C. At least one signon available to the users through permissions. 

D. More than one signon available to the users through permissions. 

Correct Answer: C 

You add signons to data source connections so that users do not have to enter database credentials when they run
reports. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/c_datasources.html 

 

QUESTION 2

To monitor performance, an administrator has set thresholds on a system metric and notices that over time, the metric
score has changed from green, to yellow, to red, and then back to yellow. Which system metric is the administrator
monitoring? 

A. Dispatcher: JVM: Current heap size 

B. ContentManageService: Request: Number of failed requests 

C. ReportService: Process: Number of processes high watermark 

D. BatchReportService: Request: Percentage of successful requests 

Correct Answer: B 

Figure: A detailed view showing the status of individual system metrics for a service 
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References: https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/data/library/cognos/infrastructure/cognos_specific/ 

page589.html 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has set up audit logging but needs to diagnose, trace, and filter for a specific user during 

peak period of system usage. 

How can this be done? 

A. Delete the appended ipfclientconfig.xml in the install_location\configuration directory. 

B. Increase the logging level to search for the user\\'s first/last name in the audit logging tables. 

C. Set up the Audit Reports package and open the "Users and Reports report", and filter on the user id. 

D. Connect to the JMX Remote Process service by launching jconsole executable and using the CAMID and enable
Dye Trace. 

Correct Answer: B 

Use audit logs to view information about IBM Cognos Mobile user and report activity. For Audit logging level for mobile
service, select any value except for Minimal. 

The following logging levels can be specified to enable audit logging: Basic, Request, Trace, and Full. The Minimal
logging level disables audit logging. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/t_mob_audit_log.html 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about the Default User Profile? 
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A. It includes the option to disable hints. 

B. It is used only for the initial login of a user. 

C. A change will have an effect only after a user\\'s next login. 

D. It is defined in the IBM Configuration Portal, under the Dispatchers and Services section. 

Correct Answer: A 

Incorrect Answers: 

B, C: When a tenant user logs on to IBM Cognos software for the first time, the user profile is automatically 

created for the user. The profile is based on the tenant user profile, if one exists. If a tenant profile does not 

exist, the default user profile is applied to the user. 

The default user profile is defined in the Cognos namespace. It contains settings that apply to all new 

users. You can edit the default user profile for your users to minimize the number of changes you need to 

make to individual user profiles. 

D: Procedure 

1. 

In IBM Cognos Administration, click the Multitenancy tab. 

2. 

Choose the applicable action: 

3. 

To create the user profile for one or more tenants, select the tenant check boxes, and click the Edit default user profile
icon Edit default user profile icon in the toolbar. If required, make changes on the different tabs. 

4. 

To change an existing user profile for one tenant, from the tenant Actions drop-down menu, click Edit tenant user profile,
and make the required changes on the different tabs. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/t_asg_mt_userprofile.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator is tuning the Caching services to improve Dynamic cube report performance. At the same 

time, there is a need to control the memory usage and Clear Cache. 

How is this done? 
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A. Control of the memory usage and scheduling of the Clear Cache is a default setup. 

B. In IBM Cognos Configuration under IBM Cognos Services/IBM Cognos select Query Service and select operation
Clear Cache. 

C. In IBM Cognos Administration under System tab from the actions menu, select Query Service and enable the
checkbox for Clear Cache. 

D. In IBM Cognos Administration under Configuration tab click Content Administration, click the New Query task button
and select Clear Cache. 

Correct Answer: B 

To avoid using outdated data that might be stored in the cache, you can clear the cache. You might want to clear the
cache manually if your data source metadata changes infrequently or if you want to clear the cache in between
automatically scheduled cache clearing. When you clear the cache using the following steps, it clears everything in the
cache. 

Steps 

1.

 Start IBM Cognos Connection. 

2.

 In the upper-right corner, click Launch, IBM Cognos Administration. 

3.

 On the Configuration tab, click Query Service Caching. 

4.

 Select the server groups for cache clearing. 

5.

 Click Clear cache. 

The status of the Clear cache command is displayed. 

If a cache is being used by one or more pending reports or queries, it is internally flagged as "stale" by this 

command and is automatically cleared as soon as this usage completes. 

6.

 Click Close. 

References: IBM Cognos Administration Version 10.1.0, Administration and Security Guide, page 253 

 

QUESTION 6

An environment has the following routing rules set: 
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If a report using the `Australia Package\\' is run by a user belonging to `Australia Group\\', which server group will the
request be sent to? 

A. Group 1 

B. Group 2 

C. The request will be sent to the first available server because there is more than one rule for the Australia Package. 

D. The request would fail because there is more than one rule for the Australia Package and only one for the Australia
group. 

Correct Answer: B 

Unlike routing keywords, the order in which the routing rules are listed affects how they are applied. A rule is matched
when properties associated with the package or the group or role involved in the request satisfy the criteria of the rule.
The rules are evaluated in order until the first one is matched, and the request is routed to the server group named by
the first rule that was matched. You can change the order of the rules by clicking Modify the sequence. 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_10.2.2/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.10.2.2.doc/t_asg_set_routing_keywords_server.html 

 

QUESTION 7

An administrator wants to ensure that a datasource can be referenced when creating data modules in the 

IBM Cognos Analytics Portal (New > Data module). 

What must be done to accomplish this? 

A. Add the datasource to the list of supported datasources in IBM Cognos Configuration. 

B. Configure the datasource in IBM Cognos Transformer so that it can communicate with the portal. 

C. In the web-based modeling tool itself, specify the `Create Data Modules\\' access permission for the datasource. 

D. On the Connection tab of the datasource properties, ensure that the `Allow web-based modeling\\' check box is
selected. 

Correct Answer: D 

Problem(Abstract): Datasource connections not listed in Data server by default 
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Symptom: We can see the datasource in the Admin console but not in the list of data servers. 

Cause: This is default behavior. 

Resolving the problem 

Go to the Administrative Console -> Configuration -> Set properties -> Connections tab. 

On the bottom, you will see "Data source capabilities" 

Inside that, check the box which says "Allow web-based modeling" 

Once you check this, the datasource would be present as data server. 

References: http://www-01.ibm.com/support/docview.wss?uid=swg21978718 

 

QUESTION 8

An administrator is configuring settings for the Cognos Analytics Mobile app. Which settings can be managed? 

A. To store the user credentials in the IBM Cognos Mobile app. 

B. The maximum number of minutes to store cached credentials. 

C. Allow the user to create an image (screenshot) of the Active Report. 

D. The maximum number of Active Reports to store locally on the mobile device. 

Correct Answer: B 

Policy settings These settings define how to deliver Cognos Analytics content to mobile applications. Maximum number
of hours to store cached credentials 

If you do not want to store credentials on a device, type 0. To store credentials on a device, type any value that is
greater than the current timeout setting for IBM Cognos Analytics. As long as users are logged on, they will have access
to their cached credentials. Value: 0 to 8760 Default: 0 Maximum number of pages to store for each report Maximum
number of days to store a report Maximum number of hours between runs of the source and target reports Permission
to share report screen captures 

References: https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/c_mob_global_config_settings.html 

 

QUESTION 9

In a multi-server environment, an administrator wants to ensure that items in the Content Manager Cache 

service are re-validated every thirty seconds. 

Which option would accomplish this? 

A. Set the memory limit of the Content Manager Cache service to 30000. 

B. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.accountInactivityTimer property to 30000. 
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C. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.cacheValidatorTimetoLive property to 30000. 

D. Set the DISP.contentManagerCacheService.cacheValidatorTimetoLinger property to 30000. 

Correct Answer: C 

ValidatorTimetoLive determines how long data objects remain in the cache. After the Validator timer expires objects are
considered Invalid and have to be fetched from Cm again. Value is in ms, and default is 900000. 

References: https://www.slideshare.net/barnaby1502/cognos-technical-super-session-2012, page 11 

 

QUESTION 10

An administrator would like to log the activity for a single user. 

Which action is required? 

A. Set the Report service logging to Trace. 

B. Modify the ipfcogconfig.xml file in the bin64 directory. 

C. Use the Remote Process service for Java Management Extensions (JMX). 

D. Set the advanced parameter RSVP.REPORTUSER.LOG for the Report service. 

Correct Answer: C 

You can use logs to diagnose a problem that is occurring for one or more specific users. You enable and disable logging
for specific users by using the Remote Process service for Java Management Extensions (JMX), a technology that
supplies tools to manage and monitor applications and service-oriented networks. You connect to the JMX Remote
Process service using the jconsole executable that is provided with the Java JDK. References:
https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SSEP7J_11.0.0/
com.ibm.swg.ba.cognos.ug_cra.doc/t_disableipfuser.html 
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